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Theme of 4-H Week
Reflects Objectives

The "4-H Gets It All about leadership, group action,
for ad community service.
Togetherg,therue
For example, in the new 4-H
National 441 'Week, Oct. 7-13,
y Pride program, 4-H
Communit
,
objectives
4-H
reflects today's
help
according to Fred Gillum, groups decide how they can
in
county Extension agent for 4-H. improve the communities
4the
then
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live
they
which
is
program
The Kentucky 4-H
to acConcerned with helping young Hers work together
past
people "get it together"--giving complish their goals. This
Kentucky
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82
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them opportunit
•
the personal skills and attitudes counties--including Calloway
hi
they need to become "com- County—took part in this
program. And special 4-H acplete" individuals.
Variety
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to
4-H.
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year,
last
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4-H
through
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HOMECOMING QUEEN—Homecoming Queen Krista Kennedy, center, and
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throughout
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ticipating
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important
more.
perhaps
her attendants are apprehensive as the Tigers attempt to convert on a crucial
state.
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down play. Miss Kennedy, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Keith Kennedy, was
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fourth
program
4-H
"The
are the
"These
said.
Gillum
Osas
its
beginrungs
tor
way
long
at the Murray High Homecoming game
"get crowned as the 1973 Homecoming Queen
an organization designed to qullities that help 4-H'ers
Her attendants are. left, Miss Sherry Thornton, daughter of Mr. and
March of Dimes National teaching
and it all together" and develop into last night.
farming
POSTER CHILD ON FARM—Scott Hafen, S. who was named the 1974
and
Mr.
of
son
get
the
to
Nev. Scott,
Mrs. Will D. Thornton, and Miss Denise Hook, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. B.B.
homemaking skills to rural boys individuals who are able
Poster Child, feeds a call at his grandparents' farm near Las Vegas,
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to
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"Farm youth continue to make
up an important part of 4-H's and to the world."
The Kentucky 4-H program is
membership. But many young
people in towns and cities are part of the University of Kennow taking advantage of what 4- tucky College of Agriculture's
Cooperative Extension Service.
H has to offer, too."
county
each
in
agents
Extension
Last year, about 42,500
Kentucky 4-Hers reported have charge of local programs.
BOSTON (AP) — Two teen- by reason of murder and rob- seeking other persons in con"farm" as their places of "But the state and county staff agers have been charged in the bery. One of them was held in nection with the Thursday robGillum
residence, while nearly 50,000 can go only so far,"
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time
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that no impeachment preceded state's 4-H'ers, and almost generously share
The juveniles, one 15 and the state Youth Services Board, po- project when police said he was
from criminal prosecution, the fore the grand jury.
—Agnew lawyers issued sub- the murder indictment of Aaron 12,000 lived in larger cities and talents with 4-Hers."
pelled with rocks by youths,
16, were arraigned Fri- lice said.
other
Justice Department argues.
About 10,600 Kentucky adults
Police said they still were stabbed with his own knife and
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on
day
Replying Friday to legal poenas for newsmen represent- Burr, Thomas Jefferson's vice their suburbs.
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ns and two president, in the early 1800s or
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36-year-old automobile polisher tests and pronouncing him
administration officials about failure by Congress to impeach business.
cident, a white man moving
can be criminally prosecuted.
stop by the has been ordered to stand trial len) dead, the heart and other furniture into an apartment at
equal to a grant of immunity
Projects teach 4-Hers useful 4-H, call 753-1452 or
In other developments in the the news leaks.
In its 23-page brief, the Jus- from criminal prosecution.
skills that they can use all their Calloway County Extension in the shooting death of a man vital organs are merrily pump- the project was robbed and
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Spiro T. Agnew say they will Gage, New York Times; Rich- ecutive and Maryland governor top economist says.
continued sharp food-price inof Oakland on Friday to stand heart was beating, although his buried in Wisconsin today. She
fight the action as an invasion ard Cohen, Washington Post; in the 1960s. The five-year limit
Herbert Stein, chairman of creases, but he said industrial- trial Oct. 26 on a charge of brain showed no life.
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Ronald
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of First Amendment
Robert Walters and
the President's Council of Eco- commodity prices also will murdering Samuel M. Allen, 29,
-I think medical science is Roxbury a few days earlier.
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on Sept. 10. Allen was killed by jumping at organs for transTax evasion and tax fraud
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Washington Post,
Daily News;
The administration believes
in an otherwise grim
Friday
mind: a heart or an individ- blacks who had threatened her
Star-News, CBS, NBC, Time Newsweek; Ron Nessen, NBC, by the jury, have a six-year price forecast.
that the rate of inflation will
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and Newsweek Magazines were and unnamed Newsweek and time limit for prosecution.
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"I submit the definition of street. She said the three had
all
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denied
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Agnew
prehelped
a
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who
Time staffers
ordered to appear
food-price increases over the of 3.5 per cent in the middle of
death in modern medicine is told her to move out of the
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more court Thursday, bringing pare certain articles.
next six months may be "in the next year after the price surge
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grand
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nounced that FBI agents had
"We will vigorously oppose also was served with a sub- to permanent immunity from the first six months of 1973.
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era of organ transplant has been called into the mase under
this step in the courts with all poena, but a spokesman re- prosecution for Agnew, the JusStein said there is solid evi- actual declines in food prices.
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tice Department said.
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entirely
mand," said The New York
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SEATTLE AP - The rain
Joseph A. Califano Jr., lawyer
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daughter
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Teresa
for the two publications.
Yuba College, where they are the Northwest, from spoiling to -Kill-A-Watt" and report a
Jimmy Ford.
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a • -:.11‘•
taking police science courses. picnics to giving Seattle one of 4.2 per cent reduction in use for
of CBS News, said that without
They get academic credit, but the highest suicide rates in the Seattle and a five per cent reconsources
the ability to keep
no pay, for their police work.
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fidential "American journalism
"I dispatch, file, type, take cursed for not falling.
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couraging customers to turn off
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an
After
blow."
severe
would be dealt a
A6
like that Sizelove said in an mer, water levels behind its product. The president of
Agnew's lawyers were given
interview Friday. "I've had hydroelectric dams are at the company, John Ford, says
authority earlier in the week to
may mind on police work since record lows, and the Northwest he is an enthusiastic supporter
issue subpoenas and take debefore my accident in 1971. I
Power Pool is facing a 15 toil- of the "Kill-A-Watt" program.
positions to probe the source of
really havent' thought of going lion kilowatt hour deficit if
But Ford says he believes the
into anything else."
practice should be a voluntary
there is another dry winter.
Sizelove, 20, and Salaiz, 31,
Seattle City Light has in- one. Oregon Gov. Tom_ McCall
were paralyzed in unrelated augurated a "Kill-A-Watt" pro- recently ordered all neon signs
auto accidents.
gram to save on electricity; in the state turned off — day
Sizelove, who drives a van and there is surprisingly broad- and night.
specially equipped to accom- based community concern for
Partly cloudy and a little
Drizzly northwest weather
modate his wheel chair, plans the energy shortage.
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••"116,
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Your Individual Horoscope
__ _FOR SUNDAY. OCTOBER 7, 1973
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Some dubious schemes may
be suggested. Be alert--and
reject promptly. Also, avoid
eccentric behavior, extremes in
word or deed.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Your
influences
more
auspicious than otherwise but
you will have to watch your step
nevertheless. Some friction in
close circles possible.

/24,

Francres Drake
FOR MONDAY.
OCTOBER 8. 1/13

Look in the section in
your birthday comes and f
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
VIRGO
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
An excellent day for furIron out kinks in your plans thering business and financial
and tactics_ You should be able affairs, strengthening
personal
to interpret and handle relationships. You should
do
situations ably now. In aiming well now.
for goals, however, don't
TAURUS
overreach.
(Apr. 21 to May 21
LIBRA
Emotions could get out of
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
A good period for long-range hand unless you are determined
thinking and plans. Review to keep them under control.
carefully before launching Lack of self-mastery could
unfamiliar ventures, but do not hinder progress.
hesitate to try for a new GEMINI
(May M to June 21) 1161
achievement.
9
Keep eyes open now. A crafty
SCORPIO
co-worker
may try to shove his
(Oct. 24 to Nov.
This day calls for calmness responsibilities onyou. DOfet let
and good judgment. Do not let him!
unexpected situations ruffle you CANCER
and do not let yourself be (June 22 to July 23)
You may face some unexpushed
into
undesirable
pected situations, some un'-corners."
foreseen changes. Accept all in
SAGITTARIUS
your inherently gracious
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )(W
manner. They could turn oul
Once you are sure that your
surprisingly well.
ideas have good potentialities,
lose no time in trying to bring LEO
them to realization. Good (July 24 to Aug. 23)
A day when your innate
Jupiter influences should help
aggressiveness will pay off.
you.
Energy and drive will finally
bring you some long-awaited
CAPRICORN(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
cooperation.
Don't be impatient. If
barriers, seemingly unsur- VIRGO
mountable, seem to obstruct (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
You may run up against some
your progress, be content to
wait until they are removed. unusual competition in your
field, so keep alert. With your
They will be.
innate foresight, you should be
AQUARIUS
able to outclass the best
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
LIBRA
Thom "best thingsin life"
sept, 24 to Oct 231 saeni
still free for the takers. Salute (Sept:
Everyone likes the accolades
this auspicious day with hope,
vigor and enthusiasm for your and few relish the critique, but
the latter is often far more
most worthwhile interests.
beneficial—when taken with the
PISCES
right attitude. Expect a "going(Feb. 20 to Mar.'
20)
'OA over" now. You will learn a lot.
You could be wavering -Inz----s--coRpio
definite. It will be that type of
day—calling for strictness with (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Inspired ideas may he
self and others who require it.
by
outstanding
Design a pattern you can follow. followed
creative accomplishment. Good
organizing abilities will help
YOU BORN TODAY are leave time for social activities.
gifted with foresight, intuition SAGITTARIUS
and unusual artistry. Also, your t Nov 73 to Dec. 21) 3leag41.'.
versatility is outstanding, and
Day may be less stimulating'
you could succeed in a wide than you wish, but you can
variety of fields, ranging from make it more so by your atthe arts and the professions to titude,
enthusiasm
and
high levels of business and willingness to cooperate with
industry. It is often up to YOUR the best offered.
know-how to coordinate your CAPRICORN
many talents with those of Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
assiviates in order to produce
You will now face comtop attainment for all. Yoe are petition—expected and unexendowed With Tiittrionic ability, pected. You usually relish a
strong -sense of pride, fair- challenge, but be careful not to
mindedness, amiability and under- or overestimate the
industriousness. Curb emotions. situations.
Be as objective and unbiased in AQUARIUS
your - thinking as the scale- ( Jan 21 to Feb. 19)
governed Libran should be.
A day especially adapted to
Birthdate of: James Whitcomb the artistic and intellectual,
Riley, American poet.
getting out of one's shell, for
making ends meet happily and
responsibly.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Roll up the credits—so many
possible now! And don't make
the mistake of looking down on
"little" gains. All add up to the
total picture of success.

CAN A
MOVIE GO TOO FAR?

The Godchildren
the

IO do voth
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* STARTS SUNDAY *
. WORK SLAVES BY DAY -

LOVE SLAVES BY NIGHT...
Devil's Island, U.S.A. Where living is worse than dying!

.124:g

wptii

FERMINAL ISLAM
WHERE WE DUMP OUR HUMAN GARBAGE!
Vim amain tannsini PICTURES AELUSE raj

"MIND-BLOWING SUSPENSE!"

" DUAR ABBY -14y lady frames is a kissing fool. Hugging
and kissing is her idea of the utmost in ecstasy, and she
can't seem to get enough of
Last night we sat on her sofa kissing from midnight
until 2 a. m., and I hardly managed to get my own bps
together once in those two hours. If my nose had been
stopped up, I would have suffocated. All this time she was
glued to my face, wearing me out.
I tried to explain that a normal man enjoys about five
minutes of kissing, but 1 never got to finish the sentence.
It's not as ii we are. a.pair of starry-eyed teen-agers,
_ _
either. We are up in—years.
Is there such a thing as a lip fetish? If so, this lady has
a serious case. She doesn't need a man. Give her a pair of
rubber lips nailed to a post and she would be in business.
Do you think she needs psychiatric help to cool her
down? Or should I seek some myself for continuing to put
up with her?
DONE IN

toir

HiWREN'S MATiNE

TODAY
1 til 3 pm

"DESTINATION MOON"[G]
Plus Chap. 4 of "Manhunt On Mystery Island"
FREE ADMISSION with Burger Queen Ticket

#•
THEATRE

FAPIT
()tip •

Thru TUE.
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•
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r
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Late Show Tonite 11:40 p.m.
"Hetero Sexualis"1X118 or Over Only

6,(Rik,1160,,,,,S10
,
4
AP Food Ed.°.

COMPANY SUPPER
Curried Seafood
Rice
Grilled Fresh Fruit Kebabs
Salad
Poppadums
Coconut Cake
Beverage
GRILLED FRESH FRUIT
KEBABS
This combination is delicious
with curry.
1/4 cup butter
2 tablespoons honey
1 tablespoon chopped chutney
1 tablespoon fresh lime juice
4 medium peaches, pitted and
quartered
4 fresh plums, pitted and quartered
large bananas, peeled and cut
in quarters
In a small saucepan combine
batter, honey. chatney and lime
Juice. Stirring several times,
cook over low heat for about 5
minutes Arrange fruit alternately on skewers. Brush with
or roll in honey mixture Broil 3
to 4 inches from Sigh heat for 3
to 5 minutes Turn and brush
fruits with honey mixture; broil
again Makes 4 to 6 servings

ifr*****************
4.
HELD OVERCENTRAL
oNesoks_
11:30 p.m.
-*
TONIGHT it
si
•

CAN ONE MAN FALSELY ACCUSED

•

STAND ALL THE TORTURE .

•

AND STILL NOT CONFESS TO CRIMES

•

HE DID NOT COMMIT? ...

•

ONLY TO BE BURNED AT THE STAKE!

her.
DEAR ABBY: Have you ever heard of giving an unwed
mother a baby shower? The girl is only 15, and the baby's
father is 16. She is five months along, and her girl friends
are giving her a shower. Maybe by the time the baby is
born she will be married to the naby's father, but right now
his folks have refused to sign, and he can't- get married
without their sigzatures, as he is under age.
I bought a gift with money I saved up from baby-sitting. My mother says I can go if I want to, but it would be
like saying I saw nothing wrong with what this girl did.
Abby, I think she did a wrong thing, but she is my friend
and I can't turn my back on her now.
Some of the girls' mothers told their daughters they
should send- their gifts, but not go. How do you feel about
this'
ALSO 15
DEAR ALSO: Being loyal to a friend doesn't necessarily imply approval of everything that friend does. Your peer
group is showing more charity and compassion for an
unmarried expectant mother than earlier generations would
have shown. which I think is to your credit.

I "THE DEVILS"
*

SEE THE TRUE STORY OF FATHER
GRANDIER (OLIVER REED), IN

DEAR ABBY: For the last six months my husband
faithfully has gotten up at I a. m. every Saturday morning
to go Eastern Shore fishing.
I never paid much attention to it until recently when I
noticed that when he came home he was wearing his best
shoes, best pants, and brand new shirt.
When I asked him about it, he said he had to look _
decent in case he wanted to stop in a restaurant for coffee
and a sandwich. Abby, I would like your reaction to his
explanation
SUSPICIOUS
DEAR SUSPICIOUS: His story sounds fishy to me.

"THE DEVILS", IN PANAVISION.
ALSO STARRING VANESSA REDGRAVE,
AND DUDLEY SUTTON.
I

LI

Coming Soon!!
Mr. Superinvisible (G):
Gospel Road (G)
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If you cannot stand the truth,
this picture is not for you!
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Rated LXJ because It Is Wel

CHRISTMAS
SPECIAL

XC

is not juit—aiiisby pittitte: *eclair-Thisit a large
NOTE THE SIZE: This
trait for people of any age—adults and groups.
11 x 14
16 x 20

YOU BORN TODAY are
unusually versatile—especially
along creative lines; are
imaginative, intuitive and
outstandingly well poised. You
rarely miss out on good opportunities because you are
always on the lookout for
them—through your
perceptiveness,
foresightedness
and ability to "separate the
chaff from the wheat." There
are many fields in which you
could succeed—if, of course,
you are properly educated and
make the best use of your
potentialities. Notable among
them are art, music, the
theater, the law, statesmanship, medicine, invention and
literature. Birthdate, of: John
Hay,
early
American
statesman; Elbert Gary, steel
manna'e.
_

Only

Only
9

95'
Plus 50c
Handling
Regular

$10.00
VALUE

FREE 11x14 Silvertone Portrait to
EVERYONE OVER 60!

Plus 7k
Handling
Regular

$24.95
VALUE

SHOP
AND SAVE

4

Keep a small, fine strainer in
your flour canister when the
recipe calls for "lightly floured"
greased layer cake pans, dust
meat or fish with flour before
pan flying. It makes a handy (
scoop as well.

Hate to write letters? Send 111 to Abigail Vas Berea.
/32 Lasky Dr., Beverly Ms, Cal. 9e212 for Are -booklet,
"How to Write Letters for All Occastess."

DEAR DONE: If you want to cool her down, marry

*************-*****

COOKING--I4 FUN

CONFIDENTIAL TO
Take heart in the words of
Madame Swetchine: "In-ariiir to have an enemy, one must
be somebody. One must be a force before he can be resisted by another farce. A /malicious enemy iii better than a
clumsy friend."

By Abigail Van Buren

•

00

Tilt

LAM HOUSE
PION LEFT

_
Fishing clothes are considered "decent" in fishing territory.
Hut on the other hand, if he had something to hide he could
easily change back into his fishing clothes before returning
mime. 11'. S. Hon much fish dues be bring homey If it's
usually not much of a catch, you may catch tam.'

Your Individual
Horoscope

Frances Drake

mitment, bet keep future obARIES
jectives in mind. Don't base
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) grk-%
-Capitalize on present trends; decisions in the light of imconvert to newer methods mediate gain.
where feasible. But do not make
drastic changes in projects now GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
running smoothly.
Fine Mercury influences. A
TAURUS
good day for expansion
) April 21 to May 21)
An excellent_ day for con- generally, acting on unusual
sidering a new business corn- ideas, launching new projects.

Man wants relief
froni4-00a-nual ktssing
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* Savertene Bust Vignette
* One Per Subject * Na nee Lime
* omen WOO per person extra, *Wow
ski
.

12 Noon-7 p.m.
Saturday'i—
)Sunday,/ Oct 6 & 7,
Lowe's Studio, Water Valley, Miss.
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Headaches: Subject
Of Real Concëfit
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Air and about

to meet the probiem bead-on,
The subject of headaches, as
the increasing number of
demonstrated recently, is a
"Tranquility Machine" which
research studies will attest, is
a continuing concern to
utilizes electrodes and works
doctors as well as the some 20
on the theory that electric
million victims of one of the
stimulation will benefit the
area where the headache
world's most common and
oldest ailments, reports the
occurs. However, its recent
Health Insurance Institute.
demonstration in New York,
newspaper accounts reported,
Following the progress of
left medical spectators in
re.earch on the headache —
which most doctors term a
doubt as to its value and
elicited one suggestion that
symptom rather than a
the "Tranquility Machine"
disease -- is an evergrowing
would sell better if its
number of clinics around the
inanufactuers would throw in
country as well as one entire
a year's supply of aspirin.
scientific organization, the
Some popular remedies for
American Association for
"ordinary" headaches,
Study of Headache.
besides
non-prescription
How do headache victims
aspirin-based analgesics —
get that way Theories for
for which Americans spend
migraine -- one of the most
upward of half a billion dollars
severe forms of headache —
a year — include such first-aid
range from allergies and
measures as lying down in a
gland
disturbances
to
darkened room, massaging
hereditary chemical imthe neck muscles, taking a
balances Among its victims it
warm shower, or heat from an
numbers more women than
men
electric pad. Headache-prone
Most common headaches,
individuals are also advised
according to doctors, stem
by doctors to avoid stress
from tensions, fatigue, fever,
situations whenever possible
lack of sleep, a missed meal or
and get frequent periods of
a hangover. The pain —
rest and relaxation.
usually described in those TV
Since a recurrent headache
may be a symptom of a health
commercials as "splitting,"
"piercing," "pounding" or
problem, the lnstitaite advises
"dull" — can come on the
that you visit a doctor to check
victim after a tense family
into
its
cause. Some
confrontation,
working
headaches may be yet another
furiously on Friday to make a
sign of an infection, high blood
weekend train, a sudden withpressure or even cysts or
drawal from frequent coffeebrain tumors which may
drinking -- or just "out of the
require surgery. Prompt
blue."
medical attention could lead
While ancient cures for
to early discovery of the
severe headaches run the
problem of which a headache
gamut from pierring the skull
may be a warning signal.
to let out evil demons to
feeding the victim a potion of
cow's brains, today's doctorprescribed anti-headache
weapons include
tranquilizers, antiMrs.
Frank
Holcomb,
depressants and a rye
Dogwood Drive, announces the
derivative, Ergotinitne
marriage of her daughter, Mary
Tartrate, which constricts
Frank Karr, to Ottis Pate
dilated blood vessels in the
Valentine, eon of Mr.and Mrs.
head. In cases of recurrent
Ottis L. Valentine, Kirkwood
headaches triggered by
tensions or stress situations, Drive.
The ceremony was performed
often psychological help is
advised to tresover emotional September =,in the study of the
reasons for the pain.
Twelfth Street Church of Christ
Promising technique
in Bowling Green by James
In addition to drugs and Parker Miller, minister.
psychological therapy, one
promising technique currently
HOSPITAL PATIENT
trieg listed jitVra.trgining
Richard Thomas Rogers of
I
ache-siMefts psycho- `. Murray Route Eight was
somatic
self-control
to
discharged September 29 from
increase blood flow into the
Community Hospital, Mayfield.
hancn. As a number of tests at
the Menninger Clinic in
Topeka. Kan., indicated
MAYFIELD PATIENT
recently, the pain of the
Mark Patton Willie of Kirkaey
migraine
suffered
was
Route One was discharged.
alleviated — as the hand
September 29 from Community
temperature went up.
Hospital, Mayfield.
Yet another new approach

Karr And Valentine
Vows Solemnized
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Fall Fashion Show
Presented Monday
At Club House
Fall Fashions were presented
by The Place at the October 1st
meeting of the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's
Club held on Monday, October 1,
at the club house.
Mrs. James Frank, department chairman, welcomed the
large audience of Sigma
members and guests to the club
house on Monday evening.
The theme of the style show
was "Fall Fashion Notes" and
was colorfully portrayed by
Mrs. Wells Purdom, Jr., Mrs
Tommye D. Taylor, Mrs.
Sharon Cash, Mrs. Richard
Knight, and Mrs. Richard M.
Hutson, all guests, Mrl. Rob
Ray, Mrs. James H. Boone, and
Mrs. Hal E. Houston, Sigma
members. Mrs. Knight introduced each fashion group.
At the conclusion of the show,
members and guests were invited to the retreats:Tient table
by the hostesses who were Mrs.
this Robertson,----Je.,- Mrs.
Leonard Whittier, Mrs. John
Nanny, Mrs. Robert Burke,
Mrs. Robert Buckingham, Mrs.
Joe Prince, and, Mrs. Richard
Stout.

Saturday, October $
Annual Halloween Carnival
will be held by the Hazel PTC at
Hazel School with concessions
to open at 5:30 p.m. and the
main door at six ri.m.

dee 111

SIGMA DEPARTMENT Members, left to right, Mrs. Rob Ray,
Mrs. James H. Boone, and Mrs. Hal E. Houston, model evening
wear in "Fall Fashion Notes" prt.sented by The Place at the club
house.

with Mrs. Sallie Guy as
guest speaker. Note earlier
date.
Business and Professional
Women's Club will start the sale
of fire extinguishers. Call Mrs.
Betty Riley or Mrs. Frances
Shea.

Sunday October 7
A picnic for all members of
Murray State Dames Clubs and
Monday, October 8
their families will be held at
Murray High School PTA will
Kentucky Lake. Meet at Winslow Cafeteria at 1:30 p.m. have open house at 7:15 p.m.
Each one will furnish their own
Almo PTC will meet at seven
drinks.
p.m, at the school. Open house
will follow the business
Monday, October 8
meeting.
A shower for Mrs. Elizabeth
Dowdy whose home and conTuesday, October 9
•
tents were destroyed by fire will
Providence
New
be held at the Community Homemakers Club will meet
Room, Murray Federal Saving with Mrs. John Dale at one p.m.
and Loan,7th and Main Streets,
at seven p.m
Blood
River
Baptist
Associational WMU will have a
The Murray Woman's Club mission study institute at
wiU hold its first general Cherry Corner Baptist Church
meeting at the club house at six at seven p.m.
p.m. with Mrs. Malcolm Cross,
•
KFWC First Vice-President, as
Paris Road Homemakers
guest speaker.
Club will meet with Mrs. Kenton
The SubitrEen Tiomemakers White at one p.m.

Board of Directors of Quota
Club will meet at 5:30 p.m. at
Triangle Inn.

.
.
-.

Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at one p.m. at the church

The DE students of 'the Hardt gave the new .DECA
Murray Vocational School met members their pins. It was a
to be formally installed as very impressive ceremony with
DECA members on October 1, each member lighting a candle
at the Murray Woman's and placing it in a reprice of the
Clubhouse.
club symbol, the DECA
Larry Lovett, president, diamond.
called the meeting to order and
Refreshments were served by
welcomed the special guests, Ave Colson, Nora Wyatt,
parents, and advisors. The Jennifer
Tabers,
Terie
pledge to the flag was lead by Stephenson, Rheaneita Lamb.
club reporter Nora Wyatt.
The club now has 56 members
The club's past president, more, twice what the club had
Roderick Reed, was the guest last year. With a new year
speaker for the night. He spoke ahead of us we know that we
on the "DECA creed and You," will be tops when we compete
emphasizing that the Club's with other DECA chapters,
creed was very important. He Lovett said.
took each of. the paragraphs of
Last year nine DECA
the creed and explained what students went to Atlantic City,
they meant to him. He also said New Jersey, for the Nadamd
that if you took the first three DECA conference and the
paragraphs and believed in students learned a great deal.
them believing in the fourth one They had a creative marketing
would be easy to fulfill.
project that won 1st place in
The members were initiated state
competition
and
by the chapter officers and Ave represented Kentucky in the
Colson, Nora Wyatt, Lamar National competition.

Kentucky Division Of United Daughters
Of Confederacy To Hold 77th Convention

have an installation of new
officers at the meeting at the
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Mental Health Center at
seven p.m.

FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN
,

GUEST MODELS fee the Fashion Sew held by the Sigma Department of ttie
*omen's
Club were, left to right, Mrs. Wells Pardons,.11%, Mrs. Tonunye D. Taylor, Mrs. Sharon Cash, Mrs.
Richard Knight, and Mrs. Richard M. Hutson.

Group 1 of the First Christian
Church CWF will meet with
Mrs. Henry Fulton, 1216 Dogwood Drive, at ten a.m. with
Mrs. 0.B, Boone, Jr., in charge
of the program.
Group IV of the First
Christian Church CWF will
meet with Mrs. Joe Crass, 501
Beale, at 7:30 p.m. with Miss
Rebecca Dublin in charge of the
Program.

The Kentucky Division,
United Daughters of the Confederacy, will hold its seventyseventh annual convention at
Barkley Lodge on Lake Barkley
on October 10 and 11 with the
division president, Mrs. A. V.
McKenna of Lexington, presiding•
Mrs. L. Wallis Alves of
Guntersville, Ala., Vice Resident General, witbe.tIgEofficial
guest representing the general
organization
Registration begins at 10 a.m.
with the official opening at I
p.m. Miss Inez Hardin of
Paducah will conduct the
memorial service at 4:30 p.m.
Miss Elizabeth Davenport will
present a display of the Irma
release during the year and
Mrs. A. V. Hall will give an
illustrated report on the
Patriotic Activities program.
Mrs. Sidney S. McKinney of
Cadiz, division historian, will
onside on Historical Evening
which begins with a banquet at 7
p.m. Mr. William Turner of the
history department at Hopkinsville Community College will
address the gathering. Awards
will be presented for superior
accomplishments in the various
programs of the organization.
The Quill Club Breakfast will
precede an informal program
which will be conducted by Mrs.
John Farr of Paducah. There
will be a display of the arts and
craft wing of this group with
awards in this area along with
those for outstanding accomplishments in the writing
field.
Division officers attending
will be Mrs. A. V. McKenna,

president; Mrs Morton Jett,
vice president Mrs Maurine H.
Warner, second vice president;
Mrs. Lawrence Stamper, third
vice president; Mrs. James
Melton, secretary; Mrs. Walter
P. Coleman, treasurer, Mrs.
George H Detchen, registrar;
Mrs. Sidney S. McKinney
historian; and Mrs. R.J.H.
Spurr, recorder of crosses of
Military Service.

Miss Lisa Morris, bride-elect
of Cody Leach Adams, was
honored with a personal shower
on Tuesday, September IS, at
United
Coldwater
the
Methodist Church.
The hostesses for the special
occasion were Miss Beverly
Adams, Miss Stacy Adams, and
Miss Ronda Adams.
The bride-elect was presented
a corsage of pink and white
carnations by the hostesses. She
opened her many lovely gifts for
the guests to view. Gaines were.
played by the group.
Refreshments of brownies,
nuts, mints, and punch were
served from the beautifully
appointed table. Decorations
were in the pink and white
motif. While milk glass appointments were
used.
Twenty-five persons were
present
sent
or
gifts.

Mrs. Opal Roberts
Speaker At Paducah
Mrs. Opal Roberts of Murray,
Fist District director of the
Business and Professional
Women's Club, was the guest
speaker at the meeting of the
Kentucky Cardinal B & PW
Club, Paducah, held at the
Bonanza Sirloin Pit.
This was the club's ninth
birthday and members and
guests were served a cake
decorated with a Kentucky
Cardinal.
Also speaking at the meeting
was Mrs. Edna Earle Rucker,
assistant director of the First
District. -Mrs Ruby Poole of
tfurray was also a guest of the
dub.

orgega/ak.
We Are Proud Of You!!

MURRAY WOMAN'S
CLUB

6•MeNat

tvArhusgr

fk

from

Associated Lumber Co,
Phon

623 So. 4th

Quota Club will meet at
Triangle Inn at twelve noon.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven
p.m.
Church History Series will be
held at Gleason Hall, St. Leo's
Catholic Church, at 7:30 p.m.
-Murray State Dames Club
will meet in the SUB at seven
p.m.
Senior Citizens will meet at
Ellis Center at ten a.m.
Program at Calloway County
Public Library will be at two
p.m.
The kick-off breakfast for the
General Fund Campaign for the
Murray Girl Scouts will be at
the Holiday inn at 7:30p.m. for
all fund drive workers and Girl
Scout officials

Harmon, 1214 Dogwood Drive,
Westside Homemakers Club at 7:30 p.m.
South
Pleasant
Grove
will meet with Mrs. Harry Lee
Homemakers Club will meet
Garland at 12:30 p.m.
Progressive Homemakers with Mrs. Garland Hutson at
Club will meet with Mrs. Jane one p.m.
Dorothy Moore Circle of First Blair at seven p.m.
Presbyterian Church will meet
Pacers Homemakers Club
Calloway County Council on will meet with Mrs. Wilma
at the home of Mrs. Olin Moore,
906 North 16th' Street, at 7:30 Drug Education will meet at the Beatty at 9:30 a.m.
home of Willard Ails, 1610
p.m.
Keenland Drive, at seven p.m.
New Concord Homemakers
Group III of the First
Club will meet with Mrs. W.D.
Christian Church CWF will
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 McCuiston
at one p.m.
meet in the home of Mrs. H.B. Order of the Eastern Star will
Bailey, Sr., 806 Olive Street, at
11111PIPPIr'llrir,1114
7:30 p.m. with Mrs. H.B. Bailey,
Jr., in charge of the program.

. .,
.-*.nr.

.....-
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Sunny Lane Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Keys
Calloway_
County McCuiston at ten a.m.
Genealogical Society Wiwi potluck luncheon_
with Mrs. Price Doyle, 124
Murray Branch of AAUW will
North 15th Street, at 1:30 p.m meet at the home of Mrs. James

No Minimum
. - •-•
-":6`
-iAlril-,
rr;- :r•

DI Stud-err Moat Schtiol Installed
DEGA ihernbersAt-Womaft's Club House

Club will meet with Mrs. Jack
Wilson at 7:30 p.m.

$1,000 Minimum

90-Day Extra Earning Passbooks
..

Personal Shower Is
Given In Honor Of
Miss Lisa Morris

DIER & TIMZS
Will.C7ZrAY LE1

SCOTT DRUG
'1205 CHESTNUT STREET

JOHNSONS
Open Mon. thru Sat 7 a.m.-9 p.m.

Open Sunday Noon — Limit Rights Reserved
Prices Good

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Onlyn

-Crisco

3 lbs.

Red & White

'Bleach

gal.

Hermitage

Bacon

1 lb.

39'
79'

Del Monte

WILL BE OPEN:EVERY SUNDAY,
For Your Drug, Prescription and

1

:

Sundry Needs
— Open

12:00 AA. Till 6 P.M.
-a
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4-H Gets It All Together

erefhave -always aided younger-boys and girls in
Several years ago, the phrase, "generation gap
program areas.
was bounced around by adults and young people all 4areaching out to bring more people together
is
4-H
alike. Youths were accused of not wanting to
the best better" in new ways. 4-II
make
"to
elders
communicate with their elders, while their
on nutrition and nuclear energy are
series
television
were accused of not wanting to talk to their
year on hundreds of stations. These
this
premiering
.
youngsters.
and other 4-H efforts will reach hundreds of
Today, the "generation gap" has eased and both
thousands of young people who've never been exadults and kids can take some of the credit. Now,
posed to the 4-H program before.
young people and adults are working together to
Helping 4-Hers and their leaders "get it all
Solve mutual problems
are business organizations, foundations,
together"
This sort of cooperation is well demonstrated
civic groups and private individuals, who aid the 4-H
through 4-H, which currently is observing 1973 program. On the national scene alone, over $3
National 4-H Week, October 7-13, keynoted with the
million dollars is being expended in 1973 to aid 4-H
theme "4-H Gets It All Together."
through the National 4-H Service Comprograms
Across the country, five and a half million boys
mittee.
and girls. ages 9 to 19, a half million volunteer adult
Contributing importantly too, are over 31 million
perService
Extension
leaders and thousands of
who are 4-H alumni. These former 4Americans
sonnel are involved in 4-H. Working together they ll'ers get together with-- young people
are putting the 4-H Week theme into action, in many
programs at all levels.
ways helping to make their communities better
Working together, growing together, learning
places in which to live.
t's what 4-H is all about in 1973. And we
together—tha
The timeliness of their efforts is indicated by the
efforts of the total 4-H program,
the
support
current 4-H emphasis on helping educate comnationwide. William J. Kuhfuss, president of the
munities on ways to economically operate vehicles
Federation recently
American Farm Bureau
and to conserve electricity during the current
remarked that "The 4-H Clubs of America are an
energy shortage.
excellent vehicle for developing sound, conother 4-H groups are helping to ease the food
scientious citizens."
shortage by supporting agricultural production and
We encourage youths to explore opportunities for
programs,
abuse
marketing efforts. Also, drug
their talents and skills through 4-H. And
developing
improving the environment, and community
others may wish to volunteer their
and
parents
development planning are being given- a high
services as leaders or program consultants. Further
priority in 4-H programs.
information on 4-H may be obtained from county
Boys and girls, of different backgrounds,
extension offices or volunteer 4-H leaders in local
philosophies and lifestyles, working together with
communities.
adults to solve common problems—that's the 4-H
'We feel that through 4-H, young people and adults
all
picture in 1973. 4-H brings together youths from
.can "Get It All Together" for the benefit of all
racial, economic, social and cultural backgrounds..
Americans.
Rural and city youngsters have -an opportunity to
Last year, about 42.500 Kentricky 4-H'ers reported
• .•
interact, communicate-end shaft •ideat.
"farm" as their place of residence, while nearly
4-H is strong, and growing in all areas of the fifty
50,000 lived in small towns and almost 23,000 lived in
-states, Puerto Rico and the District of Columbia.
larger cities and their suburbs. Although 4-H is still
Urban 4-H is expanding too. In fact, the major cities
strong on the farm, more and more non-farm
in the U.S., all have active 4-H programs.
youngsters and their parents are learning about the
Low income and handicapped youngsters are
benefits of 4-H.
involved in 4-H through flexibile programs and
During National 4-H Week, Oct. 7-13, we salute the
projects specifically geared to their needs. And 41,000 4-H'ers in Calloway County and the adults who
help with this worthwhile youth program. And we
urge each of you—if you care about our young
Steve Davis, son of Mr.and Mrs. Robert Davis of people—to support the Calloway County 4-H
Murray Route Five, age 17, died today at the Murray program with your time and your interest.
Hospital from injuries sustained in an automobile
accident near New Providence.
Leon Chambers was ditched president of the
Calloway County Farm Bureau for the coming year.
Other officers are Herman Darnell, Noble Cox, Ray
T. Broach, and Mrs. William N. Murdock.
As Love put the bulldoze"
MEMPHIS, Tenn.(AP) — It
Army 1st Lt. William H. Allbritten participated in
SOUTHEX 63, a four day NATO region field training was just a dark tunnel, littered into gear and yanked the tura*
with junk and noisy with the wall into a pile of deist and
exercise in Northern Italy.
of rats. But John Vasco rubble, Torian led the old man
scurry
The Murray Business and Professional Women's called it home for 17 years.
away.
Club has elected Mrs. Hazel Tutt as its "Business
Then a wrecking crew moved
Woman of the Year."
in Wednesday and destroyed it.

•

cififfeg,gff.t.
With Special Pride ..
Congratulations, itt-H'ers
In today's world, the dedication and determination
of 4-H Club members shines forth as a special
source of pride for all of us. October 7th through
October 13th is National4-H Club Week, and it is at
this time that our pride is made public, reflecting
the feelings of the entire community. "Head,
Heart, Hands and

Health" together

creative forces that develop love' for fellow men,
encourage leadership and teach

responsibility

while molding character. All (I•H members have
our unfailing support.

The Etintordinar) Hank.

PEOPLES,BANK

Ten Years Ago Today

Tunnel Home Of Man
Torn Down In Memphis

Twenty Years Ago Today
by over sixty merchants of
0 A city wide effort
f
made in the next eight weeks to
Murray will be
.0 stimulate business in the Murray area.

0

A city wide effort by over sixty merchants of
"se
Murray will be made in the next eight weeks to
,
i
fs: stimulate business in the Murray area.
Jeanette Paschall, and Tommy Workman,
% Calloway County Farm Bureau Queen and King, will
,0 take part in the District Farm Bureau meet at
Murray State College on October 12.
Mrs. Goldia M. Curd, Mrs. Lula Farmer. Mrs.
B.J. Hoffman, Miss Katie Martin, and Mrs. Lois
Waterfield, are new officers of Woodman Grove 126.
,•
g Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "Love Happy"
ip with Marilyn Monroe and The Marx Brothers.
;
Years Ago This Week
-,030
r-,

County Attorney A.H. Kopperud today announced
".
i. the appointment of George E. Overbey, Sr.. as
-..- assistant county attorney to serve while Kopperud is
with the Armed Services.
Deaths reported are John Joseph Andrus of
Dexter and Luther Grubbs of New Providence.
Pictured this week are the four sons of Mrs. Lois
Thurman. Three of them, J. Preston and Howell B.,
both in North Africa, and William Herbert, in
Texas, are in the Armed Services. The youngest,
Billie Ray, will go in the next call.
Miss Emma Sue Gibson and Dan Crisp Hutson
were married October 6, at the First Christian
,
---.--Cliurull.
Births reported include a son to Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Weatherly on October 2 and a girl to Mr.and Mrs
E.D. Widthester on October 3.
Mrs. Geog
Mrs." George Hart was installed as governor of the
First District Federated Women's Club at the
meeting at Paducah.
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The tunnel had been formed
by one wall of a viaduct, its
overhang and a wall of the Tennessee Casket Co. building.
"We tore down almost half of
the old building before we knew
he was in there," said Mw-Ion
Love, a private contractor who
was demolishing the casket
firm's building. "He told us he
was going to die there."
Inside the tunnel, about four
feet wide and almost 100 feet
long, were piles of broken dolls,
bottles and old clothes. One
wall was covered with rows of
crosses, strange figures and
random words scribbled in
chalk. At the rear was a small
shelf where Vasco slept. •
He said his wife died back in
the early 1950s and "the spirit
told him the only place he'd be
safe is in that tunnel," Love
said.
Residents of the neighborhood
said he often walked the streets
wearing a tattered straw hat
and carrying a black satchel,
which he filled with additions to
his collection of junk.
Vasco's background is a mystery, and he wouldn't talk
much to reporters.
"I was created in the midSouth and had to floe the
flood," the old man told a reporter without elaboration.
Capt. C.E. Torian, a fire
marshal who is trying to find a
place for Vasco to live, said he
had ordered Vasco out severalt
times without success. On
Wednesday afternoon, Torian
found Vasco at a supermarket
and brought him back to the
tunnel so he could collect his
things.
"See if you want any of these
things," Torian said, pointing
to the piles on the floor.
"All of these things mean
something to me," the old man
said. As he lifted an old boot, a
rattan out.
Torian took him back outside
as Love's bulldozer was pdfsed
to rip down the 1val1.
.not going In noon,"
, Vasciu said. "I'm supposed to
live there."
Then he said "I'll stay withOut the wall. All I have to do is
listen to the music." He swept
his arm toward the neighborhood filled with the noise of
traffic and bars

are the

MURRAY

KY.

Three Convenient Locations . . .
hion Braila
500 Main Street

South Branch
12th & Story

North Branch
12th & Chestnut

Newspaper. Advertising Is Most
Convenient For Working Women
Merchandising to working women becomes
more difficult as their numbers grow
New York, N.Y., June 5 Merchandising to working women is
much more complicated today,
because they are so numerous, E
Lawrence Goodman, vice president of
department store sales, Newspaper
Advertising Bureau, said today.
Speaking at a two-day meeting on
fashion merchandising in a changing
world, sponsored by the American -A'
Management Association, Mr.
Goodman said that in 1972 there were
more than 34 million 1-omen in the
labor force, which was a 44 percent
increase from 1960.
Today, more than half of all women
18-64 are in the labor force - full time
or part time - and projections show
that this will increase to about 65
percent before it levels off, he added.
Recalling when retailers would set
up a career girl shop to zero in on this
market, he pointed out that this "is no
longer possible in a society where
working women are present in every
age group of the active population,
and are represented in practically
every market segment."
Among the facts that Mr. Goodman
said merchandisers of apparel to
working women must take into
consideration today are:
+ The majority of working women,
three out of five, are married. Their
roles today are multiple, — wile,
mother, homemaker and worker.
+ While the median family income
is consistently higher for working
women
in all djemlra phic ,

classifications, the female labor force
is drawn from a wide range of income
groups.
+ More than half of all adult women
with at least some college are
employed, and 47 percent have high
school diplamas.
+ 49 percent of all working women
have children under 18 at home.
+ In the pre-World War II period
the employed woman was typically a
manual worker, but in the 1970's they
are more likely to be found in white
collar occupations.
"Newspapers are admirable suited
to communicate with working women
whatever the age groups or income
levels or life styles they affect," Mr.
Goodman said. "While they reach an
impressive proportion of all adult
women, 77 percent, on the average
weekday, this figure goes even
higher, to 80 percent, for those women
who work."
"From a Newspaper Advertising
Bureau survey of almost one
thousand working women, we found
that they depend on the newspaper as
their primary shopping tool because it
saves them the most shopping time, is
the most accurate, the most complete
and the most useful in helping to
decide where to buy."
'The working woman-may be your
most. important customer," Mr.

gpodnuin iglit,"Sbelas wore money
to spend, and a richer life style that

creates more merchandising needs.

She is more interested than the fulltime housewife and buys more
clothes."
"But fashion alone will not bring
her to your store. Advertising
directed to the working woman must
be right on target. She hasn't the time
for leisurely browsing. To reach her,
you must advertise to her special
needs."
"For example,
working
woman is constantly on the go, and
quite often her day stretches right
into a social evening without a chance
to change her clothes. This lively life
style creates a real need for clothing
that can be work and still suitable for
dinner and an evening out.
Advertising showing fashions that
suit both 'day and night' may offer
her the answer to a working girl's
dilemma."
Mr. Goodman cited other points for
the apparel merchandiser to keep in
mind when advertising to the working
included
These
woman.
+ St:ess easy-care and budget
stretching merchandise. Offer clothes
that will keep her cleaning bill down
fabrics that are wrinkle resistant,
easy to launder and require little or no
ironing.
+ Advertise coordinates. They add
variety to her wardrobe at money'
•
• saving pficek.
+ Keep in mind her boxy schedule,
sad *dreg-Vise timesiorring-startf
services and conveniences.

-•
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Bright Spots
In The Future
Of Our Community
...The 4-H'er's Who
Make It'Their Home
Who is a 4-H'er? Not only the boy who raises
a calf and cares for its healthy development, or the
girl who cans homemade preserves and designs patchwork quilts... but also their city cousins who work at
keeping parks and waterways clean. Lifestyles may
differ, but the goals are basically the same. A 4-H'er

The whole community would like to congratulate you, 4-Wer. You're a feather in our cap. You win
the admiration of all. Through,your 4'Head ... Heart
... Hands...Health" program, we hive gained insight
into the honest goodness of youth.
More people are being encouraged to discover

is a youth who works for a better tomorrow, using the

4-H. Parents as well as cliildren are needed- to keep
the wheels turning. Volunteer leaders. Teachers.

skills developed day by day in everything he does.

Lecturers. Boosters. You can be of help.

West Kentucky Rural Electric
John Ecki Walker,

Phone
51:5012__.''"87
Murray, MaytieW
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How To Be _Humane
And Get Your Deer

Well, they are on us again, the
fall hunting and fishing seasons.
Time to pack your swimming
trunks, picnic baskets and bug
sprays away and get out the
wool sweaters, warm caps, and
insulated boots. The ducks and
geese will be finding their way
south and the fish will be biting
and you've got to be ready.
There is only one problem:
most people aren't ready.
Neither their boats nor their
attitudes are ready for a safe,
productive fall hunting and
Fishing season.
The trouble with the boats is
the fact that there are usually
only two types of boats found on
the water in the fall—No,not the
John boat and the duck boat, but
the boat that has been beaten
and battered all summer and
the boat that has been under
wraps since last fall. Both of
these types need check-ups.
Check to see:
If your fire extinguisher is
still fully charged
If the wiring on the light
system is worn or frayed
If your personal flotation
devices are still in good shape
If there is any dry rot or other
damage that might weaken the
hull.

Any of the above items could
be dangerous or even deadly if
left unchecked.
Next, and most important, is
your attitude. Right now you
are thinking,"I can't wait to get
out there." That's all right for a
starter, but everybody should
think two steps farther. "I'm
going to have a safe, profitable,
safe, enjoyable, safe time while
I'm out on. the water," and,
"I'm going to get home safely
and in one piece."
Think, use your common
sense while out bunting and
fishing. Don't get excited after
you knock down your first bird
or land your first fish and forget
all the preparation you've put
into making this trip safe and
enjoyable.
If you are not sure about the
regulations, consider taking the
U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary's
three-hour Hunter-Fisherman
Course on boating safety. Other
courses on boating safety are
available from the Auxiliary,
the Red Cross, and the U.S.
Power Squadrons. If you aren't
sure if your boat is in good
shape, or don't know the
the
have
requirements,
Auxiliary give your boat a
courtesy inspection, its free.

Safety Rules
For Gun
Handlers-With more leisure time than
ever before, many people are
joining gun clubs and hunting
groups, making gun safety even
more essential.
Every year there are
niurierous accidents involving
guns which could have been
avoided if a few common sense
safety rules had been followed.
It is not uncommon to turn on
theoradio or television, or pick
up the newspaper, and learn of
someone getting hurt or being
killed in a gun-related accident.

venison for the table killed by
use of the drug pod arrows. Not
one bowhunter can distinguish
any taste difference or aftereffects of the drug.
Research within the state of
Kentucky revealed a ban on the
use of the drug pod had been
approved wtthout sufficient
research into the matter.
I personally asked two state
biologists their opinion concerning the use of the pod, then
two conunissioners.
The fifteenth annual Ken- pike, bluegill and catfish
Their replies indicated that a
classes.
decision had been made and tucky Lake Fall Fishing Derby,
In addition, there will be
annual
continuous
oldest
opinion
the
on
based
action taken
prizes of $500, $300 and
grand
is
U.S.,
the
in
Centest
only.
I'm under the. fishing
$200 for the largest black bass
impression that decisions of this now in progress with $5,000 in
caught during the derby. Grand
great importance are made prize money to be awarded 2iis
prizes of $200, $100 and $50 will
One solution to the increased
only after satisfactory research year.
Each week until November 1, be paid in each of the white
number of bowhunters in the
has been conducted.
bass, crappie, and pike classes.
When a—deer is shot with the
field is the drug pod arrow. The
Some argue that this action $25 first prices and $10 second
catfish and bluegill grand
usually
The
evident
anglers
is
the
kill
to
a
paid
be
arrow,
will
pod arrow is as simple as one
would lower the aim of sport- prices
prizes will be $100 and $50 in
or less
could hope for. LION a small within two minutes
srnenship. Let me ask you, who enter the largest fish in
the
each class.
muscle relaxant drug holding depending on how much of
"How" Can you give an an- black bass, white bass, crappie,
device that slips over the arrow drug entered the wound and the swer that will satisfy me and pod is
shaft behind the broadhead. The location of the hit. Each
thousands of other sportsmen?
of 700
plastic frame has com- loaded with a maximum
Can you jowify an animals
partments that is covered by a mg. of the powerful muscle suffering needlessly when it
to
enough
than
rubber cover that rolls away on relaxant, more
could possibly be avoided?
impact extracting the drug to kill any deer, or elephant. A.M.
The safety record of this
the wound. Then death comes Harthorn, an expert with the method is a faded argument in
drug,says "Ten milligrams will its own. Not arte accident has
quick.
kill a 200 pound deer in less than occurred dos to the pod. If
minutes but death is anything, Just looming the pod
three
sucWhen the drug
more than this is on the shaft tiMito Make the
cinylcholine chloride ) is loaded certain if
for a deer of this bow hada( MON- aware and
used
is
amount
the
form,
powder
into a pod in
cautious.
archer may be assured of his
Sportsmen, we need to look
deer when he makes a direct
Why is more used? "To insure before we leap, research before
hit. This is not to say that the
hunter will not be able to enjoy a quick and efficient kill." is the we make a decision. But yet,
the same thrills of the hunt that reply of Dr. R.P. Herrington, look farther for better, more
wildlife
he gained through use of the inventor of the drug pod. Dr. useful tools in
Harrington adds "The drug management and the art of
bare broadhead.
I'm not saying that more deer affects the lung and heart hunting as recreation. An inwill be killed but more hunters muscles, but after the kill the creasing number of bow hunters
will get their deer. How many drug breaks down into harmless will move into the sport
archers have you heard say, "I chemicals normally found in the regardless of whether or not the
stuck a big buck last week, but deer's system. Chemical pod is used. We need to consider
lost the blood trail and then analysis has proven that the that the pod can Increase our
venison is safe for human average harvest of deer and yet
someone found the deer later
Or how many times have you consumption."
decrease our overall kill to
Thousands of Mississippi provide a more humane
heard hunters tell of dead deer
CELTS LBEIT-41ammy Kelley of Murray proudly shows Ws
found that had been shot by an residents have prepared technique of bowhunting.
limit et doves
arrow?

Would you like to see less deer
killed but still every hunter get
his deer in bow season? This
could be a reality if game and
fish agencies would wise up. But
like all other segments of our
society they have been slow to
accept anything radical or new.
At this time only one state out
of 52 has legalized the drug pod
arrow. Why? Why are they so
slow in making change or trying
something new? With over a
million bowhunters in the field
today isnI it time someone took
the initiative to look for bent:and more effective ways of
taking game?

Who can justify a slow
Lingering death for any animal?
This is what comes in many
cases by the broadhead, but
may be eliminated by the use of
the pod arrow. The ignorant
archer or the misinformed
enthusiast argues that "The fool
deer hunters will kill themselves." On you realize that
nearly 9,000 archers use the pod
arrow in Mississippi the only
state where the pod is legal ) and
according to their fish and
game department not one accident has been recorded.
Statistics show that Mississippi
has almost 100 per cent deer
retrieval that were shot with the
drug arrow
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A gun is a powerful, weapon,
not a toy, and should be handled
accordingly. Many hunting
accidents take place each year,
where someone is badly injured
or killed due to carelessness.
These injuries and deaths could
have been avoided if the
following safety precautions
had been taken:
1) Always be sure the safety is
on when storing or carrying a
gun.
2) Store guns where small
children cannot get to them.
3) Never store a gun that is
loaded.
4) When hunting, be sure of
your target before you fire.
5) When hunting with other
persons,always be alert to their
position and be sure that other
members of the party know
your position.
If these and other safety
precautions are heeded, gun
safety will no longer be a
problem.

Trap Shoot
to,13e Het
_Oct. 20 21

, The Calloway County Deer
Sportsmen Club will hold a trap
shoot October 20 and 21st at the
Calloway County fairgrounds.
The shoot begins at 10 am.
Saturday and continues through
the day, then on Sunday the
shoot will begin at 1 p.m. and
continue until dark.
Shells and refreshments will
be sold at the shoot and prizes
will be given. Three traps will
be available to the shooter, a
long trap for the pros and two
shorter range traps for the bird
hunter and skeet shooters.
Everyone is welcome, competition will be fair and
everyone will have a chance to
win the prize of their choice.

Gian

H.S. Robertson is shown with two maker Bass and a 25 lb. turtle
be took while fishing his favorite spot one afternoon last week.

,
Chemical Co.
Inc.
-Prompt, Efficient Service Is
Our Major Business"
Your Perscription Carefully &
rillizer Accurately Filled

HUTSON

Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St.

Stau
Of h
TakE

753-3226

Eating Is A Family Affair
6-12 Mon.-Sat.
6-1 Fri. & Sat

Located W. Railroad Avenue

FOR THE ALL AROUND SPORTSMAN
FISHERMEN

Wayne Darnell

Drop by and look over our selection of
Fishing Tackle and Supplies

OUTBOARD AkotRINE

Johnson

We carry the Wilson line of
Sporting Equipment for all sports

Chestnut Street
Phone 753-2571

FENTON & HODGE
753-4469
George Hodge, Owner

Englan)
land, L

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

If you're a hunter, ask about our selection of guns

205 So. 5th

Satin
Sorviat-Parts

New Stock Firearms
Reloading Equipment
Fishing Equipment
Hunting Equipment
Archery Equipment
ellil--311womp
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WARD-ELKINS
Our New Gun Department
Now Open!
All Makes Of Guns
We'll Trade For Anything!

753-6448
Coldwater Rd
rtv
ofiO4,,516'American Motets Deale

Webb Coldwollownor and operator
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Staub Scoffs At Talk
Of Mismatch As Mets
Take-On Cmnnati

-Tigers Faii-To Trigg
I '73 Homecoming :=Bout

By NORM CLARKE
manager of the Reds.
Associated Press Writer
The first game in the best-ofCINCINNATI (AP) - Rusty 5 series was scheduled for 4
Staub, playing on a winner for p.m. with sunny skies preS
the first time in his 13-year pro dicted. The weather forecast
career, scoffed at mention of a called for no threat of rain for
attendants were Miss Sherry
By STEVE W. GIVENS
mismatch as the New York the first two games in Cincin'Thornton, daughter of Mr_ and
rtsuriter
TissasSpo
Ledger-4i
Mets set out to dethrone the de- nati.
Despite failing to live up to its Mrs. Will D. Thornton, and Miss
fending National League chamThe mks moves to New offensive potential, Trigg Denise Hook, daughter of Mr.
pion Cincinnati Reds today.
York for completion, with the
County bulldozed enough points and Mrs. B.B. Hook.
"The Reds don't have a lodt third game set Monday.
Murray received the opening
on the scoreboard to nudge
on this thing. Anyone who
The Mets, making their first Murray High 7-6 last night and kickoff and marched 51 yards in
thinks they do is in for a sur- appearance in the NL playoffs
sour the 1973 Tiger homecoming 13 plays before stalling and
prise," said the red-haired since their miracle finish in
festivities on an unusually crisp being forced to punt the ball
Mets outfielder.
1969, went into today's opener early October evening.
144
away,something the Tigers did
Manager Yogi Berra echoed with 24 victories in their last 34
as the "battle of the four times during the game.
Billed
Staub's sentiments.
games.
Faced with a third down.and
bomb" in pregame reports, the
"We ain't gonna roll over and
We know what we've got to Tiger-Wildcat clash was ex- 11 situation on his own 35, MHS
play dead," said Berra on the do," acknowledged Mets' short4.1
Wes
quarterback
pected to be a high-scoring junior
eve of the National League stop Bud Harrellson, a member affair which would keep the old Furgerson handed off to halfChampionship Series.
of the '69 crew that swept grads talking, the popcorn back Alan Jones who rambled
"Both teams start from through the playoffs in three
••••••••
selling, and the new queen for a first down with 10:32
scratch from here," said Berra. straight and went on to stun smiling.
showing in the quarter. OverThe Mets, winners of the highly-favored Baltimore in the
Instead it was a fumbling coming two fumbles that were
Eastern Division with a me- World Series.
safely recovered, the Tigers
disappointment.
diocre 82-79 record,sent ace
This is an all-around better
An overflow crowd saw managed to move into Wildcat
righthander Tom Seaver ballclub than tht. '69 team," Murray fullback Tony Thomp- territory when workhorse
against Cincinnati's Jack Bil- said Seaver, the winningest son ram across the only Tiger halfback Dale McCuiston went
lingharn in a matchup of two pitching in the 12-Year history score of the contest with 1:13 around right end to the Trigg 34.
of the Mets.
19-game winners.
Furgerson then encountered
remaining in the opening canto.
Billingham, who missed FriStaub dismissed the labeled And some six minutes later, difficulty when a runner was
day's workout due to a minor showdown of Mets' pitching defending Class A champion trapped behind the line and
virus, led the league in shutouts versus the Reds' hitting.
kt•'•
the three straight passes fell inCo. finished
Trigg
„
with seven and had a 2-0 record
"Remember it was suppose scoreboard's work for the night complete forcing a punt.
to be the same thing in 1969 when quIrterback Jimmy
against the Mets.
The first time the visitors had
Seaver, a three-time 20-game and the Mets outscored Atlanta Mathis fired an eight-yard shot their hands on the ball they
winner for the Mets, has not 27-10.
to ennonny Thomas in the end drove 55 yards in only seven
beaten the Reds since June of
"The Reds feel they have the zone and then added the con- plays with the power running1972. He has only eight lifetime superior team. Thats on paper, version kick, but nothing sensation Victor Grubbs and the
,
1noessvictories against the Reds in 20 but we're gonna find out on the phased the pretty royality of the aerials of Mathis. MHS's Larry
field," said Staub.
decisions.
evening, Miss Christa Kennedy, Lovett turned in a key defensive
LET ME GET OUT OF THE WAY-Says Trigg County's Ronnie Freeman, (531, as Dean Lanning (82i and Tony Boone (12 I haul
Reserve catcher Ron Hodges daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Keith play in the midst of the drive
But his 135 victories in seven
Quarterback Jimmy Mathis. Trigg County handed the Tigers a 7-6 Homecoming defeat at Holland Stadium last night.
down
leagues.
underlined the Mets tone.
seasons lead the major
(Staff Photos by David Hill)
Kennedy, who was crowned when he sacked Grubbs for no
"The power of positive think- homecoming queen in pregame gain at the 'Cat 35.
"He's the best pitcher in
baseball," said an admiring ing can take you a long way," activities. Her two smiling
Turning to the airwaves, 'Cat Head Coach Joe Jaggers clamped a loss on Mathis. He to the Murray 16. Two key plays and four freshmen on the
George "Sparky" Anderson, he said.
Mathis then unleashed a nine then displayed to the crowd why then calmly unloaded to inside the 20 on the series saved Wildcat squad)" he remarked.
"Coach Hina certainly ruis
yard strike to left end Garfield his last two teams have been Thomas who was in the end zone the Tigers ( for the moment)
Co.
Trigg
of
four
one heck of a job in
when
grasp
done
s
the
beyond
champion
waiting
state
behind
trapped
was
Lewis
when
Curtin who made the reception
from the
near midfield. On first and ten slapped the only other score of Tigers. After the all-important his line for a loss and when transferring the Tigers
conversion point, Trigg County senior guard Alan Lemons single wing to the T formation. I
the 'Cat quarterback fired to the battle on the board.
In -a rhove which went 81 lead 7-6 with 7:26 remaining in deflected a Mathis pass on a realize that Murray was really
Grubbs who caught the ball,
visitors the half.
third and 11 situation. Murray counting on winning this game
juggled it, then fumbled on the yards in 13 plays, the
appeared to be working for a
over on downs a play later and offer my congratulations on
took
Murray 25.
on
Furgerson and McCuist
than
victory
of
margin
larger
a desperate throw fell a good ballgame," the Trigg
when
It was unbelievable....
teamed together to put on
the New York Jets at Miami, NEC East. The Redskins are
Ey KEN RAPPOPORT
_In the next three minutes, last season's when the Wildcats Murray's best-looking march harmlessly incomplete in the County coach concluded.
29-0.
Murray
TCHS recOrdid II first downs
Amsekted Press Sports Writer San Diego at Pittsburgh, Los favored, but not by much, -hi Murray fumbled, Trigg Co. trounced
which moved from its own 35 to end zone.
The New York Giants raise Angeles at Houston, Phila- what amounts to a pick-'em recovered, ran two plays, Following Mathis passes, Trigg Trigg's 26 before two straight
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Science Believed About To Find What Causes Multiple Sclerosis
After more than 140 years of
frustrating research, medical
science today appears close to
finding the cause of multiple
sclerosis,
crippling
the
neurological disease that so
often strikes young adults.
That statement was made last
week by Dr. Richard L. Roth,
Chairman of the Medical Advisory Board of the Western
Kentucky Chapter of the
National Multiple Sclerosis

Multiple Sclerosis. Another is
the incentive of the $100,000
Ralph I. Straus Award, the
largest prize Le,ver offered in
American medical history. The
third is the excitement
engendered by recent research
The current upsurge in MS findings.
The National Commission,
research is due to three factors,
according to Dr. Roth. One is established by Congress and
the direction being provided by signed into law by President
the recently created National Nixon last October:, is charged
Advisory Commission on with determining the most

Society.
"And," said Dr. Roth, "if we
can'ohee establish the cause of
this mysterious disease, then
the development of a cure or a
preventive should not be too far

effective means of finding the
cause arid cures and treatments
for multiple scieroais. The nine
member board, which meets in
Washington, operates under the
direction of Dr. Harry Weaver
Dr. Weaver was the Director of
Research for the National
Foundation for Infantile
Paralysis when the polio vaccines were developed.
The $100,000 Ralph I. Straus
Award, established by the New

CIASSOWD

York philanthropist in May, will
be given "to the scientist or
scientists anywhere in the world.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
HEI.P WA
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resulted in the development of —
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an effective and specific
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method of preventing or BEING
NEED, wooded lot with frontage on two want to increase your income
DECLARING
THE
arresting multiple sclerosis."
according to Dr. Roth,--4ho-- NECESSITY, DESIRABILITY highways. PI baths, dining $100.00 to $150.00 per week on a
Straus Award is comparable in AND INTENTION OF THE CITY room, carpet, natural gas, city part time basis or full time, write
value to the Nobel Prize for OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, TO water, carport, double garage, and give your phone number, tell
CON- small outbuilding. $20,000.00. us about yourself. This is not
ANNEX
CERTAIN
Medicine.
06P selling insurance. Mail to Mid
Bearing more directly on the TIGUOUS TERRITORY TO THE Phone 753-1753.
,America Services Corporation,
problem, Dr. Roth said, is the CITY OF MURRAY KENISO ACRES;one mile from Cadiz, 3323 Delm"Vare Street, Paducah,
recent findings of three teams TUCKYT, AND ACCURATELY
miles from Ky. 42001.
06P
of researchers working in three DEFINING THE BOUNDARIES Kentucky,
. city
Paved road,
Lake.
Barkley
of
Each
WHICH
OF,
countries.
TERRITORY
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different
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Koprowski of Philadelphia; Dr. TUCKY,..,PROPOSES TO AN- 753-9850 evenings.
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tractor trailer driver. Apply in
person to Mr. Wallen, Paschall_
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Truck Lines, Murray, Ky. Equal
READING ON THE 13th DAY OF
Opportunity Employer. Oct.10C.___
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September, 1973.
keep two small children in my
COMMON COUNCIL,CITY OF
home. Call weekdays, 5-9 p.m..
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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By Holmes Ellis
Mayor, City of Murray,
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HELP WANTED
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17 copies of the Ledger dz Times.
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Street.
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Murray, Kentucky. Form
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ment for single man. Phone 753Tuesday, October 16, 1973.
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breaks
NEW FRAT HOUSE--Meinkei of PI Kappa Alpha watch as Dr. Hal Houston. president of the limmlig Ca pial Elk.
- grotafar a new fraternity.hoe.The preperty is located behind Captain's Kitchen on Highway 841 Wee*IlielluSitPlans call
_ for a lodge and chapter area with kitchen facilities, a patio for social gatherings and two apartments which will house six fraternity
brothers. Dan Anderson, a graduate student in psychology and a Madisonville native, is the president of the fraternity.
(Staff Photo by Mile Brandon )
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THREE bedroom. North of
Murray 527-8529.
06C
PEST CONTROL

MINIMUM
QUALIFICATION:
High School Graduate
including or supplemented
by course in typing.
Minimum of three full
years of experience in full
time paid employment with
difficult
moderately
clerical and typing work.

FOR THE best in pest control
,service and termite control call OUSTANDING
OPPORTUNITY.
Superior Exterminating Com- Fisher Price Toys, Murray,
pany. 753-7266.
TFC Kentucky Plant, a division of The
Quaker Oats Company, has an
HELP WANTED
opening for an i. e. assistant with
the following qualifications:
YOU TOO can become a Watkins experience in preparation and
personal shopper. Earn money maintenance of plant layouts:
for those family extras, showing analysis and solution of methods
our products to friends and and layout problems: working
relatives. Full or part time. Write knowledge of MTM and stanJohnny Dawson, Route 1, dards data. Successful candidate
Mayfield, Ky.12066.
06P responsible
for
providing
technical
assistance 'to
NIGHT TIME cook- wanted.. prodiictton - Mid-maintenance.
Apply in perion only to Southside Degree not required. Excellent
Restaurant.
,
06C fringe benefits including profit
sharing. Send resume to George
WANTED EXPERIENCED E. Lovell, Fisher Price Toys, Box
secretary-bookkeeper, full time. 311, Murray, Kentucky, or Call
Must be available by November 7534450. "An equal opportunity
15. Send resume to P.O. Box 32-8, employer."
Murray, Kentucky.
06C
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

MINUS OPPORTUNITY -

k*************************A7

* Office Supervisor -Accountant
ollege Graduate with degree in accounting or business administration require4
*Supervisor of Personnel in order processing Deparftnent, work in General and*
st AccoudnrEitperience desired but not necessary. We will train you.
Send salary requirements, present salary and work history to:

Plant Controller -Ferry-Morse Seed Company

•

*
*
*
*

- Box 488 - Fulton, Kentucky 42041 .
.4(**76%****
-- **41d471.4***
SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

Inquire at Corvette Lanes

•
•
•
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09C

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Another View

74;7111916_

,HAVE YOUR own business now!
No financial risk. Great potential
COMPLETE BOOKEEPING /TIMBER-LODGE of Tenn- working part time. Phone 7531470,
October 17C
Service if you feel you need a iTucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
bookkeeper
business
but
is
your
Tennessee
will
do
your
FOR RENT
stone
OR RENT
not large enough to employ a work. Large selections of stone. "PARTNER WANTED" to
handle local accounts for public
person call us. Experienced in all Phone 901-593-3534.
TEC
corporation! Fast moving
phases of bookkeeping, pay rolls,
taxes and etc. Also a complete B.C. CONSTRUCTION. Complete childrens records RCA-Disneyline of typing services. Free pick basements, foundations, patios, CBS. No selling! Excellent inup and delivery if desired. Call sidewalks, driveways, retaining come possible! You must be
SALE-A-TION now going on 12 GAUGE Browning over- 1967 DODGE VAN, slant 6 motor
753-0605.
Nov.5C walls, etc. Septic tank in- bondable and have $3,300 to inat your local Singer Sewing under, trap model, lightweight. mechanicly good throughout,
vest which is returnable. Call
stallations,437-4734 or 43708C automatic transmission, mag
Machine Dealer in the Belaire Phone 492-8604.
collect Mr. Bruce(214)243October23C
4765
Shopping Center.
wheels(G-78 Tires). Call 753-2806
09C
an01.
06P
BOOKEEPER FULL charge
THREE BIRD dog puppies three night or 753-3422 days
06C
capable of running complete 'FOR ALL Your additionsmonths old, white and lemon
FOR SALE
EXCELLENT
office.-l5 years experience, in remodeling, residential or
Phone 489-2113 after 6:00
EXTRA CLEAN 1966 Ford
accounts, receivable, accounts commercial. New or old. Free
OPPORTUNITY
BATTERIES $8.95 to $14.95. Any p.m.
08C pickup,cal1,492-8401.
08€
payable, payroll, general ledger, estimates. Call 753-6123.
car, discount to dealers. Atomic
Need two or three good
TFC
trail balance and financial
Batteries, 401 North 4th. Murray HARLEY DAVIDSON Chopper. 1960 DODGE Dart, good motor
men or women who have a
statements. Call 753-0605.
753-8572.
08C
November 5C Will sell for $995.00 or trade for and transmission, two snow tires
sincere desire to enter the
FURNITURE STRIPPING &
sales field. Exclusive
small sports car. Phone 753included $100.00. See at 1710
Antiques, The Barn, 5 miles
territories open in this area
00NC Keenland Drive or phone 753-•Would be ideal for Clothing Shop, Photo Shop
041 PET Shop, north. Chihuahua 6564.
CATTLEMEN-HOG producers. West of Murray on Hwy. 94.
•
Dan
and throughout the state.
puppies, cocker, spitz, tiny toy
4773
08C•
Rhodes Feed Mill will store your McDaniel, owner. 753•or other small business.
•grain, any amount, shell corn or
poddles, parakeets, fish and CREOSOTE POLES,8' to 25' and
November 6C
This is not an insurance
•ear corn,for your convenience in 7499.
supplies. Phone 753treated fence posts. Murray FORD 1964 Galaxie, 500 exposition and there is no
1882.
Octoberl1C Lumber Company, 104 Maple ceptionally clean 352, 4 barrell
making feed. Phone Rhodes Feed
financial investment
CATERPILLAR 877 loader, tree
Street.
06C engine, power
steering and APARTMENTS AND full size TWO BEDROOM mobile home Mill, Cuba, Kentucky 312-2593 for
pushing, fence row, stumps and' required. Positions are
information.
more
October9C
HUNTERS! FISHERMEN! Need
brakes. If interested call 753mobile homes. Riviera Courts, with electric heat. Located on the
with a highly respected 17atches,etc.Phone753a winch for yotu- Volkswagen this KENTUCKY'S LARGEST 6086.
06NC U.S.641 North.
011C Stella-Kirksey Highway. Phone
year-old company.
9807.
October 19C
winter? Attaches to car quickly variety of pistols. Buy now while
753-6636.
and easily. Completely un- you can still get them at
BER-LOIJGE on TennTWO BEDROOM large apart1970
FORD
09C
1
ton
dual
wheel
long
No previous sales exnoticeable. Will fit other cars or reasonable prices. Country Boy
Tucky Lake, Route 1,,,Springville,
wheel base. New f Park Hurst ment, vacant. No pets. $85.00 per
perience is necessary.
trucks with adaptors. $55.00 or. Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles
Tennessee, will build complete,
grain bed, tapeed transmission month. Phone 7534333 after 5100
Maintenance Free - No
Those chosen will receive
best offer. Phone 753-1556 after from Hopkinsville. Junction 117
,
eplaces; Marling at only
p.m.
382-9114.
CMIL.
08P
Painting
More
expert training. You must
FOlt RENT
5:00nap.m.
06P and 164.0m Sundays until 4:00
We cover all wood. It will '695.00. Selection of stones
have an automobile and be
p.m.
06C
New Mobile Home
vailable. Satisfaction
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
30 per-cent off your
cut
free to travel county wide,
CORVETTE
COUPE-1971,
MOBILE HOME- 1972, 12'x60',
guaranteed,
2
Phone 901-593bedroom, carpeted, all
$140.00. Unfurnished $120.00.
heat bill.
frdi time. We require
two bedrooms, all electric, DEEP FREEZE-Kmana, used white with brown interior, Located
electric, water furnished
TFC
at Embassy Apartmature indivIduaLs with
furnished or unfurnished. Phone about 6 weeks, 1973 model. Phone automatic transmission, good ments. Available
$541 deposit
now. Phone 753Call for Free Eadmates good reputations and good
tires, power brakes, air, 23,000
06C 753-6170.
753-0744.
$125 per mouth
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
49648$6
November 8C
work backgrounds.
Miles. Phone 354-6546 after 4:00 4331.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
753-8921
nings your first riar
. sed
011P
YARD SALE, 515 South 7th BASS BOAT, 1973 yellow, 16' p.m.
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 daysiar
TRAILERS 10' wide and 12' wide.
be in excess of $12,50C
Street, Friday and Saturday, Fabuglass, hi-rise seats, coast
753-7625
TFC
nights.
IMPALA-1965 Also one 10' wide for sale. Apply CLEAN UP shop at Midway. PLOY'S' LOCKSMITH
October 5 and 6, 10:00 a.m. till guard equipped, heavy duty foot CHEVROLET
Service.
In person only to Brandon Dill, Phone
Please include full name,
753-5311.
. 6:00 p.m. Air conditioner, control, Pfluger trolling motor,65 Super Snort. $200.00. Phone 753OctoberlOC Phone Paris,642-6551.
TFC
753-2930 days or 753-1551 nightADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign
age, address and telephone
2132
after
5:50
p.m.
011C
bedroom suite, old treadle sewing H.P. Mercury motor with power
08C
s.
Company, 607 South 4th Street.
in first letter, Personal
machine, old clothing, many trim, heavy duty, Roco trailer, 6
FURNISHED OR unfurnished JERRY'S REFINISHING & Phone
Interviews will be arranged
753-8346.
Octoberl7C
Custom
Built
more small items.
Furniture,
6
06C months old. Phone 753-7553, 015C DODGE&1969 pickup, automatic
miles
two bedroom apartment, central
in your home town. All
6, in warranty. Been used as a TWO BEDROOM brick home heat and air, wall to wall carpet South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
replies kept confidential.
1971 TORONADO house trailer, HAMMOND ELECTRIC chord car. $1750.00. Phone Sam Harris, three miles south east of Murray, Available
Jerry McCoy, owner, (502) 492- CATITERING BY Sears. Sears
now.
Phone
753.
•
penniless gutters, installed per
'large den, $125.00 month, 753-3597
gas, two bedroom, 12 by 52, organ. Also electric belt exer- 753-8061.
8837.
TFG
-4331.
012C
October9C
your specifications. Call Larry
08€
WRITE: P.O. Box 32-F,
or 753-5068.
63800.00 good condition. Phone ciser. Phone 753-1602 for apLyles at 753-2310 for free
Murray, Ky. 42071.
437-4783i or 437-4195.
HOUSE TRAILER, 10'x50, two
011C GREMLIN-1973, six cylinder,
08C pointment.
TFC
estimate.
FURNISHED three bedroom bedrooms, three blocks from A BUSINESS without a sign is a
air, 3300 miles. Phone 753sign of no business. Hanna Sign
011' split level; on the lake at college on private lot. Water and Company,
1971 250cc Ossa motorcycle, 1972 USEDOR console T.V. 6115.
NOTICE
753-8346.
TFC CEMENT
Lskeway Shores 6200.00 a month, sewerage furnished. Phone 753radio;
CONSTRUCTIONrecord
and
player
175cc Ossa motorcycle. Phone
1969 PONTIAC Catalina, 4 door first and last month's rent in 7833 or 753-5709.
06C ROY HARMON finish carpenter. porches, patios, driveways and
balance
repossessed
for
stero
09C
753-5699.
••••••••••
due. J & B Music,753-7575. 08C sedan with air conditioning, advance plus $100 damage
Custom building and remodeling. garages. 20 years experience.
63,000 miles,$650. 489-21/7. 09C deposit. Four or five college NEATLY FURNISHED one or
Phone
Lee
Childress,
753ADVERTISING
Houses trimmed-formica tops
VOLKSWAGEN
VAN-1970,
6170.
students acceptable, 753two bedroom apartment, car- and doors-Quality
DEADLINES
017P 1
COMPACT VACUUM cleaner, 10
work10,800 BTU air conditioner.
MERCURY MONTERAY-1967. 3210.
081' peted and air conditioned. May manship.Phone 753-0790.
gallon
aquarium
and
accessories,
TFC
Franklin wood stove. Phone 436All display ads, classified
be seen at Kelly's Pest Control,
roller T.V. cart, 9 by 10 gold Good condition. New tires. Phone
5384.
display
010P
and
regular
carpet, eight place setting of 753-1979 or see at 506 North 2nd TWO LARGE mobile homes on located 100South 13th Street. 06(2 LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
NOTICE
‘,
display,
must be submitted
Street.
010P
Lake.
Ky.
436-2427.
06C
Leonox
China,
Lambert
lawn
those
getting
trouble
Having
odd
by 12 noon, the day before
MURPHY'S CLOSE out prices on
TWO BEDROOM house, wall to iota done? Free estimate. No job INSURANCE!! HOMEOWNall 1973 recreational vehicles. sweeper. Call 753-6183 after
publication.
FORD LTD-1965, four door THREE BEDROOM house, two wall carpeting, garage attached Ito
phone 7534:30.
ERS,
09C
farmowners, mobile
Example: 27' Fifth Wheel
All reader classifieds
hardtop, all power,new paint job. miles north of Five Points, corner to house. Washer and dryer hook ma
October24C homes, automobiles, low rates,
Trailer,6 sleeper, self contained must
be submitted by 4
Phone Thomas Hodges 753excellent claim service. See un
16th Extended and Penny Road. up in garage. Phone 753-1828.08(2
.m. the day before
$4,330. 20' MotorHorne,6 sleeper, FRYING SI7R roosters, $1.00 7143.
06P Phone 753-6037.
before
you buy. Galloway In0111"
Chevrolet chassis, self contained each Phone 413I-2171 after 7:00
blication.
FURNTIVRE-strng (3 x 8 surance ISL
Realty, phone 753SERVICES OFFERED
09P CHEVROLET CAPRICE-1966,
•••••
17,836. These are just two of the P.m
foot Vats) and complete chair
5842.
THREE BEDROOM house,j
October25C
many units that must go No
caning service The Olde Shoppe
two door hardtop Super Spont. All
trade ins at these low, low prices. FIRE WOOD for sale. Phone 753- power and factory air. Local car carpeted, gas floor furnace, WILL KEEP-children in my next to the Dairy Queen Call 753woman to cover r:ICTOBER SPECIALS: $15.00
WOULD
Sale starts Friday September n. 0381.
010€ in extra good condition. Phone utility with washer and dryer home 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 8240.
November 8€ two
_e. permanents-$12.50, $20.00 perlk
conditioning,
$125.00
for
hook
Experienced.
up,
air
Located
near
Open 7 days a week through
pleas-r
:
ph ""ner535r.
1.
dresser,Manen tS-$1
2015.00at
6th,
ne
Hairnx
753-54112 after 4:00 p.m.
06P per month. Deposit required. college. Phone 753-8407.
08C
October.
BOY'S CLOTHING, sizes 8 and
South
Phone
ESTIMATE
FREE
septic
on
tank
Phone
after
753-2376
5:00
Murphy's Camper Sales & Ser- 10. Girl's clothing, sizes 5 arid 6.
3530,
08C
MUSIC
011C WILL CUT and top trees. For fall Installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
p.m.
vice "Your complete RV One girl's coat,size 10. Phone 489clean up in town call" 753-6265
T.L Asphalt Paving
Headquarters" -Hwy 62 east, 2643 or 763-7700.
06C
DRUM- LESSONS, for further NEW MOBILE home, two after 3:30p.
011C'BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
.m
-Driveways -Parking areas RECIEVE FREE service or
Dawson Route Princeton, Ky.
gavel,
fill
and
bank
dirt
alao
information phone 489-2690, if no bedrooms, all electric, carpeted.
nspection on any type of vacuum
365-5062.
October29C 7 RP. -RIDING lawn mower,
Repairs
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 3544138,
answer phone 753-6213-both after $50.09 deposit, $125.00 per month_
by calling Mike Hutchens or Bob
DOZER SERVICE D-6 cater' or 354-8161, after 5:03 pm. TFC
Briggs & Stratton motor, new p.m.
Phone 247-7281 anytime
010NC Water furnished. Phone 753local Kirby Vacuum
at
TOMATOES, pick your own, call tires, perfect condition. Uprighti 5
pillar. Mime 753-9807.
All work guaranteed, free "Byer your
October
Office, 500 Maple Street, 753-0359
08C 19€
753.6235 after 5:30.
08€ Hoover
vacuum
cleaner; MUSIC LESSONS, band in- 2377.
estimates
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
day or night.
October10C
Shetland floor polisher and rug struments, piano, guitar,
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
NICE
apartment
EFFICIENCY
3
4 baby crib, beginner violin. Phone 753SEAMLESS GUTTERS. Baked shampooer; /
Master 489-2504.
TFC
for one or two students, across Don't read this unless you're
nscramble & Remember
OR enamel finish, guaranteed 30 complete with mattress, perfect 1470.
November 8€
street from MSU campus. looking for a mobile home with KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
436-2310
years. For free detailed estimate condition. Phone
low cost If you
Private parking. Available now. ich quality andlooking
0611
phone Atkins Gutter Service, anytime.
Control, phone 753-3914 100 South
at
are, then start
Phone 753-4342 or after 5:00 p.m.
Bill's Mobil* Homes
Murray,7534407 or 753EXPERT GUITAR
i13th
Street, "Every day you
Highway 641 South
INSTRUCTION
753-4978.
06C
6992.
OctoberlOC GIRL'S CLOTHES, size 8-10.
delay lets bugs have their
in
Beginners and advanced
Dresses, slacks, sweaters and
Murray,
Study with one of Ky's finest
way."
TFC
MOBILE HOME, two bedrooms,
and
teachers. Now scheduling
AKC REGISTERED poodle coats. Some new. Phone 753Road
Riyer
Clarks
3900
enrollment
limited
Call Ed
8'x40', air conditioned. Shady lot.
puppies, also young breed dog. 4768.
06C
in Paducah
Monroe between S and 7 P.M.
FURNITURE stripping ( 3 x 8
$50.00 per month. Phone 489Phone 753-6379.
06C
VA and bank f inancing
Phone 753-31192
available
foot Vats) and complete chair
2595.
06C
ARC REGISTERED two year old
C411 collect for information
caneing service. The Olde Shoppe
TUNING-repair 753 7303 Murray
JUNIOR'S CLOTHES-Size 11- red cocker spaniel. Phone 437- PIANO
MUSIC
next to the Dairy Queen. Call 753or
rebuilding.
Prompt.
serJ
expert
010P
13. Formals, party dresses, and 4417.
143 6150 Paducah
November 6C
'8240.
vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben ONE SET of TYmboli's in good
everyday wear. Like new. For
W.
-Dyer,
Murray,
Kentucky.
tractor
FARMALL
1958
200
Information, phone 489-2690,
condition. One year old. Phone
ASPHALT Driveways, and
TFC 489-2690, after 5:00 p.m.
06NC series, new tires. Good condition. Phone 753-8911.
after 5:00 p.m.
06NC WILL DO trash and brush
parking lots sealed, professional
Phone 435-3191.
043C
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone finishing. Estimates freely
7534130.
TFC given. Phone collect 247ASSORTED POTTED plants. 75
HAPPY TRAIL
In
November 8P
cents to 810.00. Fern, jades,
CAMPER SALES
WILL DO baby-sitting in your 2423.
lemon trees, pepper plants and
1103 E. 12th, Benton, Ky
home Monday thru Friday. Call
Pick•Up Topper Selection. 73, many others. Saturday, October
489-2355.
-Accordloa
Star Craft, Cavalier and yen
-Drums
°8NC LYNN WARNER, backhoe and
Hair Stylist at
8, 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m., 1615
lure Pop Up Trailers
-Guitar
-Piano
-Banjo
gravel Plum 474527-15410.
Martins Chapel Rood, off of
SCARBOROUGH PLUMING & 7713.
-Trumpet
-Band
October29C
South 113th Street.
06NC
Electric Complete pump repair
Professional Teachers for all Instruments
REMOVE carpets paths and
service. Let us check your old R & ASPHALT Paving. Quality
R
spots; fluff beaten down nap with
pump for you before you buy a work guaranteed.
12 x 60 MOBILE Horne, three
Business and
Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer $1.
new one. 24 hour emergency .residential. Free estimates.
201 So. 6th
bedroom, bath and half, unKwilt-Pik Market,Five Pointservice. Phone 753furnished. Call 753-3786 after 6
Mayfield
247night
day
Phone
or
hone
753-3530
for Appointment
s.
06C
October30C
643
Dixieland -753-7575- Murray
p.m.
08C
TFC
7201.

•
•
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FOR SALE

••••••••••••••••••••••:
•
•
•
- FOR RENT •
•
•
•
:CLOTHING STORE•
•
•
With Modern Fixtures _ •
•
1415 Main Street - •
•
•

company
benefits
- with the
(2,080
of paints

rtnnity

,
sell It With A Ciossified Ad

FOR SALE
G.E. RECORD player and stereo ARROWHEAD CAMPER
Sales,
sale. Lay away for Christmas Mayfield, Kentucky on the
now. Model V-211, Regular Benton Highway. Travel
trailers,
$18.95-sale price $16.88. Model pickup camper,
toppers. We also
V-639, Regular $34.95---sale price rent campers by the week or
$24. . Model V-936, Regular weekend. Call 247-8187 or
489$55.95-sale price $44.88. Model 2303.
08C
V-946, Regular $59.95-sale price
$47.68. Model T-381, Regular'
JUNIOR'S CLOTHES-Size 11$79.95-sale price $59.88. Roby 13.
Formals, party dresses, and
SEMI DRIVERS with three years Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
everyday wear. Like new. For
experience to run 15 states. Must Kentucky.
November2C information, phone 489-2690, after
have 6 months experience on
5:00p.m.
06NC
steel or machinery. Call Ace SALE-A-THON.
$100.00 free.
Doran Hauling & Rigging fabric with
purchase of the MOBILE HOME, 10's:50', partly
Company, Mayfield, Kentucky Golden Touch
and Sew by Singer unfurnished. Good condition.
502-345-2786 after 5:00 pin.
with desk console of your choice.
00C
October 18C Your local Singer Sewing Center, $1500.00. Phone 753-6644.
Belaire Shopping C,enter. CalcsivoNs couramatudv
---e
riA
stone. Excellent for fireplaces,
FIREWOOD For Sale. Phone 753- BABY TRAINING chair, car barbecue pits, landscaping
3498after 4:00 p.m.
012P seat, travel crib, tub, walker, Phone 753-7919 after 4:00
seat carrier, 24 baby bottles,
p.m.
08C
MOTORCYCLE-1971 Ossa 250. baby clothing, girl's clothing to
Set up for motocross racing. Must size 7, including coats. Phone 753sell. Phone 753-0586.
08C
09P 7573.
THIS SPOT, that spot traffic
paths too, removed with Blue
BUNKS-TRUNDLE beds, good
Lustre carpet shampoo. Big K,
condition. Also boy's clothing, GIRL'S CLOTHES, size 12, $1.00 Belaire
Shopping Center.
06C
size 16. Phone 489-2217 after 4:00 to $3.00. Also coat, $12.00. Phone
p.m.
08C
09C 753-3903.
AUTOS FOR SALE

I manage
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ts. Imturse is
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BOOKKEEPER; FULL
charge. One capable of running
complete office. Double entry,
payroll taxes, trial balance.
Possible construction, but not
necessary. Send complete
resume and salary expected to
P.O. Box. 998, Paris,Tennessee.
October9C

ENT
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HELP WANTED

tt a TIMES -MURRAY, KENTUCKY

oki!

i

I

NILOS
LUCB
CTUANOI
Oct. 23-24
on
VVNBS
6:30 p.m.

MUSIC LESSONS

Shren Fish Garmon
The
Hair Dresser

B MUSIC CENTER

4

4,1
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Bro. B. B. James
Speaker At Local
Church Of Christ

ists
Motor
AdviseL4I)-4nUranc
and
hs
Deat
-Pool-

'

Aspects Of Jong- A-Car

Funerals

SATURDAY-OCTOBER 6, 1973

KENTUCKY

Today's Game Called
Most Important For
Southern Cal Team

Bro. B.B. James, minister of
of
East Wood Street Church of
concept
the
the
divorces
This
about. However, a few words of
The share-a-ride car pool is
of
Paris, Tenn., will be the
privilege
Christ,
the
caution and explanation are in "fee" from
without question a superb way
speaker at the 10:40 a.m. and
and leaves
pout
car
a
in
riding
order.
of fighting gas shortages,
six p.m. services at the Seventh
the insurance protection intact.
Michigan, rated fifth, hosts
Insurance on a 'privatelycutting down on pollution and
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
and Poplar Church of Christ on
In the case of car pools ingetting the kids to school safe- owned, pool-shared vehicle is in volving children, the Institute
Associated Press Sports Writer Oregon, No 7 Penn State is at
Sunday, October 7.
Last week's 7-7 tie with Air Force, No. 8 Notre Dame
jeopardy only if the pool is stresses the importance of
and-sound.
The Paris minister will be
church Oklahoma may have dropped entertains Michigan State,
for profit, says the wearing seat belts not only to
operated
the
for
speaking
However, despite the growing
meets
When everyone uses his protect the children in the case
minister, Bro. John Dale, who is Southern California's defending ninth-ranked Tennessee
Funeral services for Mrs. popularity of car pools, many
amount in the car of an accident but lisp to
Tenn., national champions from the Kansas at Memphis and No. 10
equal
an
Paris,
car
the
at
meeting
a
in
of
32,
age
Hill
Mary Frances
Midwest motorists fear that car pool, there is no problem.
top of The Associated Press Louisiana State hosts SEC rival
church.
prevent the kind of antics that
1609 Main Street, Murray, will pools may expose them to
often
but Coach John Florida in the only night game
most
rankings,
problem
The
might distract the driver's
At the morning service
be held Monday at ten a.m. at lawsuits which won't be covered
calls today's meeting involving a Top Ten team.
one of the car pool attention,—
McKay
when
arises
---•
will
•
Manners
Churchill
Emmanuel
Max
the chapel of the
by their regular auto insurance. participants does not share in
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